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I. INTRODUCTION

America’s abiding passion for picking an annual college football champion began shortly after the Civil War with the official selection by the then-dominant National Championship Foundation that crowned Princeton...
University as the 1869 national gridiron champion.\(^2\) Ever since 1869, America has named its annual college football champion by means of a variety of national organizations, overlapping systems, or—following World War II—by the advent of modern polls sponsored by media organizations.\(^3\) A mixture of polls and other procedures prevailed for 145 years until the advent of the new College Football Playoff (“CFP”) system in 2014.\(^4\)

The Bowl Championship Series (“BCS”) was the dominant system from 1997 until replaced in 2014 by the CFP.\(^5\) During its brief existence, the BCS had annually selected two teams to meet in a national championship game by melding together a variety of national polls and attempting to add quantitative elements by means of a detailed computer program that compared a wide variety of team statistics.\(^6\) The ostensible purpose of the change from the BCS selection procedure to the CFP was quite moderate, to expand from two teams playing a single championship bowl game to a field of four teams selected to a playoff bowl series.\(^7\) At first blush, this goal was met.

After having the opportunity to examine two years of playoffs under the new system, the change brought about with the CFP system was far more radical than its purported goal. From actively seeking wide participation and consensus as existed under the BCS and previous systems, the CFP installed a narrow autocracy and needlessly decreased the level of transparency while substantially increasing the levels of uncertainty, human bias, politics, and an increased potential for undue commercialization of the student-athlete who has always resided at the foundation of college football.\(^8\) Throughout the regular season, both in 2014 and 2015, there have been numerous instances when the CFP-ESPN alliance seemed as interested in selling airtime and promoting itself as it did in determining the four teams to fill the four playoff

---

\(^3\) Id.
\(^4\) Football Championship History, NCAA, http://www.ncaa.com/history/football/fbs (last visited Mar. 5, 2015). From 1869 to 1882, the selections were made solely by the National Championship Foundation (“NCF”). Id. In 1883, the Helms Athletic Foundation joined the NCF until 1924, when these were joined by the Dickinson System (1924). Id. In 1936, the Associated Press first joined the group followed by the United Press International (1958), CNN/USA Today (1991), ESPN/USA Today (1997), then the USA Today Coaches Poll (2005), and the Harris Interactive (2005). Id. From 1998 to 2013, the various surviving groups were joined by the Bowl Championship Series and its national championship game. Id. For the origin of the BCS system in 1998, see BCS Explained, COLLEGE FOOTBALL POLL, http://www.collegefootballpoll.com/bsc_explained.html (last updated Nov. 14, 2014).
\(^5\) NCAA, supra note 4.
\(^6\) See Richard Billingsley, The Road to the BCS has been a Long One, ESPN, http://assets.espn.go.com/nfc/history/bcs.html (last updated Oct. 22, 2001, 12:45 PM); COLLEGE FOOTBALL POLL, supra note 4.
spots. These events were reminiscent of the passage in the screenplay “The Great Man,” which depicted the advertising industry in early television, in which the network president states that “in this business, anything goes, even integrity if it sells soap and toothpaste.” If selling soap and toothpaste is the paramount concern of the CFP, indeed, it is a success. The weekly CFP television show to announce the rankings and some of the CFP’s in-season rankings themselves seemed to serve no purpose except to market television air time.

From the vantage point of television ratings, some have declared the CFP a success and it cannot be argued that it was not a success in terms of viewership and advertising revenues. With all the hype and salesmanship drummed up by the mysterious selection process and marketing efforts by the CFP and ESPN, one has to wonder if the true mission of the CFP from its very inception was to build marketplace dominance and increased revenue production for big time college football. If so, then the CFP is in need of procedural reforms protect against certain potential evils such as the over-commercialization of college football’s student-athletes and to institute such democratic virtues as transparency and due process that should lie at the heart of any selection process that seeks sustained popular acceptance. Particularly anything so historically revered in American culture as the national college football championship.

A. BCS History and Structure

From 1997 to 2014 the BCS was formed and governed by a committee of the ten college athletic conferences in the Football Bowl Subdivision plus the Athletic Director of then-independent Notre Dame.
During the era of the BCS, there arose a growing chorus of voices for change.\textsuperscript{15} The BCS system was asserted to be flawed because it resulted in only two teams admitted to a one-game championship.\textsuperscript{16} In addition, the BCS selection process was complex, involving a computation of the average of (i) two national college football polls and (ii) computerized mathematical formulae based on statistical data from a cluster of national groups that generate detailed college football data each season.\textsuperscript{17} The self-evident purpose of the complex BCS procedure was to create a system that was more objective than merely one person or one institution’s opinion, or the opinion of one small committee, but to identify a broader national consensus. Always a work in progress, the BCS system was tweaked annually during its existence.\textsuperscript{18} However, despite all the criticisms and shortcomings of the BCS, what its selection process lacked in simplicity, it made up for in transparency and broad national input.

B. CFP Structure, Shortcomings, & Controversies

The CFP was born in June 2012 when the twelve college presidents of the then-existing BCS Presidential Oversight Committee voted to approve a new plan for a four-team playoff process to begin with the 2014 college football season.\textsuperscript{19} Ongoing public outcries against the lack of a multi-team playoff under the BCS system, which included influential congressmen and President Barak Obama, may have spurred along this change.\textsuperscript{20} This vote by the BCS Presidential Oversight Committee led to the creation of the CFP and its structure, including its management by the college athletic conferences...
within the NCAA’s Football Bowl Subdivision.\footnote{See \textit{College Football Playoff}, http://www.collegefootballplayoff.com/overview (last visited Feb. 11, 2015).} Bill Hancock (“Hancock”)—for sixteen years Director of the NCAA Final Four basketball playoff system and more recently Director of the BCS football championship playoff game—was named Executive Director of the CFP.\footnote{Hancock Named Executive Director of New College Football Playoff, ESPN (Nov. 14, 2012), http://www.bcsfootball.org/news/story?id=8631453.} For many years prior to being named CFP Executive Director, Hancock was a vocal opponent of a college football playoff structure, advocating the benefits of the BCS and its selection process.\footnote{See, e.g., Bill Hancock, BCS Chief: A College Football Playoff Would Increase Problems, \textit{US News} (Dec. 31, 2009, 3:27 PM), http://www.usnews.com/opinion/articles/2009/12/31/bcs-chief-a-college-football-playoff-would-increase-problems; Bill Hancock, Yet Again, College Football’s BCS Works, \textit{USA Today}, http://www.usatoday.com/news/opinion/forum/2010-12-09-column09_ST2_N.htm (last updated Dec. 8, 2010, 4:32 PM); Jeff Metcalfe, Q&A with Bowl Championship Series Executive Director Bill Hancock, \textit{Arizona Central} (Jan. 8, 2011), http://www.azcentral.com/sports/articles/2011/01/08/20110108bcs-bill-hancock-interview.html.} However, under Hancock’s leadership, the nascent CFP devised a four-team playoff procedure with the four participating schools to be chosen by a Selection Committee, thereby concentrating the decision-making process in a handful of appointed Committee members.\footnote{See Kirk, supra note 13.} This process established by the CFP excludes the broadly based elements found in the former BCS selection system, including any use of the national polls or the national football data compiled by six national football data collection organizations.\footnote{See id.}

As established for the 2014 college football season, the initial CFP Selection Committee consisted of thirteen distinguished individuals, chaired by Jeff Long the current Vice Chancellor and Director of Athletics at the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.\footnote{Selection Committee, \textit{College Football Playoff}, http://www.collegefootballplayoff.com/selection-committee (last visited Apr. 24, 2015).} The Selection Committee also included other current or former college athletic directors, former coaches, former conference directors, former conference administrators, former players, plus a former military officer and a former cabinet officer.\footnote{Id. Besides Chairman Jeff Long, other current or former college athletic directors and/or coaches include Barry Alvarez (University of Wisconsin), Pat Haden (University of Southern California), Oliver Luck (West Virginia University), Tom Osborne (University of Nebraska), Dan Radakovich (Clemson University), and Tyrone Willingham. Id. Others include Condoleezza Rice (former Secretary of State and current Stanford University Professor), Lieutenant General Mike Gould (former Superintendent of the U.S. Air Force Academy), Tom Jernstedt (former NCAA Executive Vice President), Archie Manning (former player University of Mississippi and NFL), Mike Tranghese (former Commissioner, Big East Conference), Steve Wieberg (former college football reporter, USA Today). Id. It is not the position of this paper that this group is not savvy about college football and very distinguished, knowledgeable, and competent in their respective fields.} However, one member of the inaugural CFP Selection Committee, Archie Manning, had to step down for medical reasons, leaving twelve members for the remainder of the 2014 season.\footnote{Chris Mortensen, Archie Manning Leaves Committee, ESPN (Oct. 20, 2014), http://espn.go.com/college-football/story/_/id/11732136/archie-manning-steps-college-football-playoff-committee.} The CFP Selection Committee members’
exemplary personal accomplishments, integrity, football interest, and knowledge of the sport by members of the CFP Selection Committee is unassailable. Nevertheless, this Article will contend that there are fatal flaws inherent in the current organization of the CFP, or any system of governance which places the decision-making solely in the hands of a small group, lacks published selection criteria, meets without transparency, lacks a structure of due process in the group’s deliberations, and has no established structure for adjusting and correcting the process as experience with operating the CFP may demand.30

C. The Proper Place of the Student-Athlete in a CFP System

In addition to the undemocratic procedural flaws in the CFP as currently established, it is also a core position of this Article that the academic mission of colleges and universities should not be sacrificed to the potential excesses generated by an apparently unbridled pursuit of revenues under the CFP system.31 For some time there have existed growing budgetary pressures within American universities.32 The establishment of the CFP’s promise to provide a cascade of new revenues flowing to the so-called “Five Power Conferences” and major independents.33 There have arisen some troubling suggestions that the CFP system may tend to promote over-commercialization of college football.34 No space is allocated to the educational benefits to the student-athletes.35 Moreover, public remarks by Bill Hancock, Mark Parker, Eddie George, and others suggest that for many prominent figures in college sports, commercial hype trumps the concern with the student-athlete.36

30 “[E]xperience has taught mankind” to more explicitly borrow from James Madison in The Federalist No. 51. See The Federalist No. 51 (James Madison) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961).
35 See Peale, supra note 32.
36 For CFP enhanced revenues, see Solomon, supra note 34 and accompanying text.
A glance at the athletic department budgets for 2012 of 130 schools engaged in big time college football and these same budgets from 2002 illustrates the ongoing economic necessity to increase football revenues. In addition, there exists in its infancy a drive to provide college football players with scholarships that cover genuine educational costs, living expenses, medical insurance, and extended scholarship coverage. The latter is a positive attempt to assure college student-athletes that despite delays due to redshirting, injuries, or other barriers their scholarship assistance will extend until they graduate. These beneficial proposals will obviously create significant added budgetary pressures on college athletic departments.

Despite such budgetary pressures, and despite the enthusiastic excesses of many involved with the CFP, there must be established genuine precautions to assure the academic mission. At the moment there are presently some hopeful signals that an informed national dialog, both in the courts, public discussion forums, and in NCAA governance, our culture is seeking to define college football as being something more than a revenue-producing enterprise played by exploited student-athletes.

D. Goal of this Article

At the dawn of the American Experiment, James Madison warned in Federalist 51 that formulating any process of human governance is a very tricky business: “If men were angels, no government would be necessary. If
angels were to govern men, neither external nor internal controls . . . would be necessary. In framing a government which is to be administered by men over men[,] . . . experience has taught mankind the necessity of auxiliary precautions." 41  In the same Madisonian spirit, this Article will explore the shortcomings of the current CFP system and propose a series of workable solutions—“auxiliary precautions,” to borrow Madison’s phrase—which will address each problem.

II. CFP’S FATAL FLAWS

With any new system of governance or ranking, regardless of how well planned, there will be problems, controversies, and unintended consequences. As college football under the CFP has progressed, there have been serious issues that must be addressed. 42 The goal of addressing the issues is not to serve up negative criticism of the nascent CFP, but to offer potential solutions to improve upon the process.

A. CFP’s Lack of Transparency

Justice Louis Brandeis’ famous dictum—‘sunlight is the best disinfectant’—is applicable to the shrouded CFP system as it currently operates. 43 Until the material elements of CFP operations become exposed to the sunlight by means of true transparency being introduced into the selection process, suspicion, and confusion will, unfortunately, continue to poison the well of public trust and confidence necessary to a sustainable system. Perhaps the most fundamental issue that has fueled controversy is the lack of transparency in the CFP selection process. 44 This lack of transparency manifested itself in a variety of criticisms. Among the criticisms were the lack of published, comprehensive selection criteria, the telecast of the non-binding weekly ratings during the season, inconsistent explanations for changes in the weekly rankings, and claims of bias by those with a pecuniary interest in the playoff and in college football in general. 45 Further criticisms include claims of lobbying by certain powerful universities, claims of disproportionate influence by having the CFP Selection Committee membership heavily populated with current and former college athletic

41 THE FEDERALIST NO. 51, supra note 30, at 294 (James Madison). Speaking of Founding Fathers, it is pertinent to note James Madison’s dicta about eternal vigilance and democratic institutions. To paraphrase James Madison, “Eternal vigilance is the price of preserving the ideal of the [student-athlete].” See generally THE FEDERALIST NO. 46, supra note 30, at 304–12 (James Madison).
44 Rittenberg, supra note 17.
45 Kirk, supra note 13.
directors, and commercial exploitation of the amateur student-athlete in the nascent playoff system.46

The Commissioner of one of the Power Five Conferences, the Big 12’s Bob Bowlsby was eloquently quoted on the importance of this issue when Ohio State surprisingly annihilated Wisconsin in the Big Ten title game and thereby vaulted itself into the in CFP final four.47 Transparency is not merely a feel-good abstraction. Transparency is a matter of elementary fairness by providing the operative selection criteria and weight to teams, players, coaches from the various universities. Consider, for example, the dilemma of the Big 12 Conference and its co-champions TCU and Baylor. At no time was the conference or its schools given any advance information that failure to play a conference championship game, a thirteenth game, could penalize Big 12 schools. In the aftermath of the Committee’s final rankings, which demoted TCU and Baylor, Conference Commissioner expressed this:

The one thing I'm disappointed in is it appears that we were penalized for not having a postseason championship game[,] . . . . If that's the case . . . at least relative to 12 games versus 13 games, I wish we would have been advised that it was likely we were going to be penalized. Not that we could have done anything about it, but we at least would have been aware of it.48

The authors believe that, until full transparency of CFP selection criteria and their respective weights are visible and publicly known in advance, the nub of Commissioner Bowlsby’s indictment will be valid as to the next season of selections. Rather than decisive weight being given to a conference championship game, perhaps next time all may be surprised to discover that decisive weight will be attached to other factors such as the comparative schedules of non-conference games, or the early poll rankings of this week’s opponents, or the final poll rankings of opponents from prior weeks, or the relative won-lost records of such prior opponents, or late-season injuries to key players, etc. It is the position of the authors that all material factors, and the weight attached to each, demand open disclosure and discussion to avoid teams or entire conferences feeling blindsided by the seemingly random and ad hoc nature of the Committee’s operations.

46 The lack of transparency is weird, at least. The Committee won’t release rankings by each of its members, instead having [Jeff] Long explain the group’s top 25. . . . [A]nalyzing individual ballots for whiffs of bias would get several fan bases through entire offseasons. [And] it is odd, considering the number of times [the old] BCS-turned-Playoff exec Bill Hancock has touted the process’ transparency. The committee’s protocol says, “Polls that are taken into consideration by the selection committee must be completely open and transparent to the public.” Shouldn’t that include the committee’s own rankings from the week prior? Id.
48 See id. One of the authors remarked the irony that the final selections were announced by the Committee on December 7, 2014, the famed “Day of Infamy” of the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor.
B. Transparency and Democracy

Isn’t transparency of decision-making a necessary and desirable feature of American? As one observer has put it, “[a] high level of openness is an identifying characteristic of democracy[. . .].”\(^49\) The secrecy under which deliberations by the CFP Selection Committee were held certainly fueled concerns for transparency.\(^50\) At its core this concern rested upon the lack of any formally established and publicly promulgated CFP selection criteria—and the weight assigned to each criteria—by means of which potential playoff teams are to be ranked—was perhaps the greatest impediment to transparency.\(^51\) Anyone affiliated with college football knows that an offside violation will result in a five-yard penalty; roughing the passer will result in a fifteen-yard penalty; pass interference will result in a fifteen-yard penalty and an automatic first down; and delay of game will result in a five-yard penalty.\(^52\) Football is premised on all teams abiding by known, established rules, yet the current selection system is ad hoc and untransparent. Therefore, the present system is antithetical to the very premise that lies at football’s foundation.

Despite efforts to connect the dots and display coherent reasons for the Selection Committee’s rankings, Chairman Jeff Long’s inconsistent explanations for the Selection Committee’s weekly rankings of teams sounded reminiscent of Abbott and Costello’s burlesque routine of “Who’s on First.”\(^53\) Indeed, many who have an interest in college football were frustrated by the seemingly inconsistent actions of the CFP Selection Committee and explanations from Chairman Long.\(^54\)

---

49 Grumet, supra note 43.
50 Rittenberg, supra note 17.
51 Commissioner Bob Bowlsby’s stinging indictment should settle the issue about the elemental fairness of operating the system by means of open criteria. See generally Solomon, supra note 47.
53 See “Who’s on First,” PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIV., http://www.psu.edu/dept/inart10/110/inart10/whos.html (last visited Mar. 21, 2015); see also George Schroeder, Jeff Long Says ‘Game Control’ is Subjective, Not a Stat, USA TODAY (Nov. 21, 2014, 3:54 PM), http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/ncaaf/2014/11/21/college-football-playoff-committee-chairman-jeff-long-game-control/19347937/ (“As chairman of the College Football Playoff selection committee, Jeff Long is charged each week with explaining the sometimes shifting rationale behind the committee’s Top 25. It’s sometimes a difficult spot to be in. But Tuesday, when he used some variation of ‘controlled the game’ several times, it touched off some confusion. Was Long referring to some notion of ‘game control,’ the advanced statistic created by and promoted by ESPN? Or to some other similar (and new) metric used by the committee? ‘There’s absolutely no metric involved,’ Long told USA TODAY Sports. ‘It’s a discussion amongst committee members about controlling the game.’ And he added: ‘The committee had not and does not and will not use that ESPN metric. Many of us were unaware of that ESPN metric.’”); see also Mike Herndon, Controversial Choices Cloud this Week’s College Football Playoff Rankings, ALABAMA MEDIA GROUP, http://www.al.com/sports/index.ssf/2014/11/controversial_choices_cloud_th.html (last updated Nov. 12, 2014, 10:33 AM).
54 See Paul Myerberg, Ranking Reaction: Mixed Message from Playoff Committee, USA TODAY (Nov. 19, 2014, 2:14 AM), http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/ncaaf/2014/11/19/college-football-playoff-top-25-rankings-reaction/19256947/ (“Since the release of the first poll in late October, College Football Playoff executive director Bill Hancock and selection committee chairman Jeff Long have stressed how each new list stands alone, unbiased by the previous week’s top 25. It’s confusing, therefore, that Long used
Undue media influence, sought or unsought, over the CFP selection process is believed to be present. Some have indicted ESPN for openly pushing a pro-SEC agenda in the CFP selection process. Obviously, without openly established selection criteria and transparency of deliberations, the entire process is open to cynicism and suspicions such as those media issues raised by thoughtful commentators such as Jordan Burchette, thereby poisoning the well of trust and fairness in the public attitude towards college football.

III. KEEPING THE STUDENT IN “STUDENT-ATHLETE”

The entire history of America’s intercollegiate athletics from 1852 to the present has been marked with a continuous struggle between powerful cultural, budgetary, and marketplace forces that increasingly seek to drive big-time college football and basketball towards pure commercialization and the opposing forces that seek, as stated in the NCAA Constitution, “to maintain intercollegiate athletics as an integral part of the educational program and the athlete as an integral part of the student body and... retain a clear line of demarcation between intercollegiate athletics and professional sports.”

To the first group “football matters” as measured by increased TV
audience share, product marketing, and increasing gross revenues to relieve budgetary pressures among member schools. To the second group “football matters” because of its lessons in teamwork, courage, perseverance, leadership, the anti-aristocratic ethos of a level field of competition where one is judged by personal effort, not family background or social status.

In 1984, the United States Supreme Court handed down its opinion in *National Collegiate Athletic Association v. Board of Regents of the University of Oklahoma*, which opened the door to expanded television broadcasting of collegiate athletic events and the lucrative revenue that accompanies television broadcasting. The advent of the CFP era seems to signal fresh cascades of money, causing society to enter a new phase in this ongoing struggle. A new high stakes era when society must redefine the proper role of the university’s educational program in relation to its athletes. Following a brief historic review, this Article will present some hopeful signs of change and a proposal for linking the CFP with a systematic structure of formal, regular academic impact statements.

A. The Myth of Pure Amateurism

From the time of the ancient Greek athletic competitions, to the twentieth century eruption in popularity of college football in America and on into the twenty-first century’s evolution of the NCAA’s Five Power Conferences, some form of compensation has always been afforded to athletes engaged in popular competitions. Thus, the struggle, as always, is to implement that “clear line of demarcation” between professional sports entertainment and interscholastic competitions as called for by the NCAA Constitution. Like Madison and the other Founders, interscholastic athletics needs to create structural mechanisms in CFP-era college football that will permit a sustainable response to the popular demand for interscholastic competition, generate the massive revenues that modern times require for college athletics programs, permit university administrations to exploit their sports offerings to benefit the campus in ways far removed from the athletics

---

59 See supra note 58 and accompanying text.
60 See, e.g., Michael Nelson, *Football as Metaphor*, THE WEEKLY STANDARD (Oct. 13, 2014); MARK EDMUNDSION, WHY FOOTBALL MATTERS: MY EDUCATION IN THE GAME 191 (The Penguin Press 2014) (Edmundson points out the real world fact that “Wall Street firms and high-powered law offices want to hire guys (and now women) who have played team sports . . . . These people can get together and form a group and the group can make something happen.”).
63 See supra note 62, at 18.
64 See THE NAT’L COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASS’N, supra note 58.
programs, while at the same time keeping the educational mission forefront and material to the benefit of the college’s student-athletes. One example of academe groping to find a way to recognize the underlying role of higher education during the FBS era is the Big Ten proposal outlined below, a current, worthy effort. Other proposals, or refinements of those listed, will undoubtedly surface.

B. Payment to Student-Athletes in Educational Currency, Not Cash Currency

With ever-larger revenues pouring into the Power Five conferences during the CFP era, consideration is being given to the needs of student-athletes, particularly in the revenue-producing sports. The traditional financial equation has shifted dramatically. Recently, some institutions—for instance the schools of the Big Ten Conference—are currently seeking to re-tailor athletic scholarships and other support in such a fashion as to provide incentives and assistance to the “student” role of the student-athlete. The principal elements of the Big Ten proposal:

1. Costs of Education: Redefine the full grant-in-aid to cover the actual costs of the student-athlete’s education;
2. Guaranteed, Multi-Year Scholarships: Cover the costs of completing the student-athlete’s degree even if the student is no longer able to complete for whatever reason;
3. Lifetime Education Commitment: The scholarship will remain available for life, in the event that the student-athlete leaves for a professional sports job (e.g., NFL, NBA, WNBA, NHL) before completing his/her degree, then upon completion of his/her career the former student-athlete may return to complete the degree;
4. Medical Insurance: Provide all student-athletes with improved, consistent medical coverage;
5. Improved Health and Safety: Move to improve health

---

65 For an exploration of the consensus among college presidents and trustees regarding vitalization of non-athletics campus programs such as non-athletic grants, donations, alumni support, improved faculty recruitment and retention, improved student application credentials, greater political clout in state capitals, see Mitten & Ross, supra note 34; see also Mitten et al., supra note 58.
68 See supra note 12 and accompanying text.
69 STAR TRIBUNE, supra note 66.
and safety of its student-athletes; and

6. Nationwide Reforms: Work with the other Power Five Conferences through the NCAA to achieve consistent reforms throughout the ACC, SEC, Big 12, Pac-12.70

Note that the above proposal pays the student-athlete in what could be called “educational currency” and not in cash “pay for play” currency.71 Clearly, this distinction seeks to preserve the mission of education for student-athletes in the evolving new order of big-time interscholastic athletics.72 Paying salaries to student-athletes must have been considered and rejected by the Big Ten since at least one individual university president within the Big Ten Conference made it publicly clear that cash “pay for play” was not part of the proposed agenda, nor should it be.73 Moreover, there may exist important maturational reasons for rejecting cash payments and using what we might designate “educational currency.”74

The authors believe that if we assume the era of CFP will be accompanied by a tide of broadcast, ticket sales, and merchandising revenues to the Five Power Conferences and major independents, there will exists a powerful temptation to cause all interscholastic sports decisions to be based upon maximizing revenues. Nonetheless, controlling decisions need not be made solely on the basis of profit taking as in the private marketplace.

The first consideration by all educational institutions participating in big-time college football and basketball should be to act to preserve their principal mission of educating students. The first premise in all decisions that touch upon the student-athletes should be furthering the educational mission. When in conflict, furthering the educational mission should trump the drive solely to maximize profits—academe must differ from a for-profit business in this respect. The Ohio State University’s football program must not devolve into a mere junior version of the Cleveland Browns, nor should Michigan State University’s basketball program be a minor league imitation of the Detroit Pistons.

70 Id.
71 Id.
72 Id.
73 Hartman, supra note 38. As one leading sports law expert, Professor Matthew J. Mitten, the Director of the National Sports Law Institute at Marquette University, recently put it: “Unfortunately star athletes are lionized from a young age and don’t believe the normal rules of society apply to them. This entitlement attitude certainly will be fostered by paying college athletes in excess of the full cost of attendance when they are students.” This was in response to our e-mail discussion of the recent outbreak of sexual assault charges among several star college quarterbacks, including two from “power conferences” located in Florida. E-mail from Matthew J. Mitten, Professor of Law and Director, National Sports Law Institute, Marquette University Law School, to author Bruce W. Burton (Oct. 7, 2014) (on file with author).
74 Wolken, supra note 67.
C. Student-Athlete Impact Statements

By its nature, the operation of any large-scale business enterprise (the Cleveland Browns, the Detroit Pistons) forces its managers into a constant focus upon marketplace issues such as finance, public relations, marketing, cost-benefit and related revenue-producing questions. Interscholastic sports competition should differ. Since the core mission of higher education and the role of the student-athlete must not be lost sight of even in the glare of vastly increased revenues from CFP operations, this paper proposes the institution of a new formal mechanism—a special “auxiliary precaution” if you will—to keep the CFP focus properly centered. A formal mechanism that would require that whenever the CFP considers a new or revised policy or procedure, such consideration should also be accompanied by formal consideration and adoption by the CFP of an impact statement addressing the effect of the policy or procedure on the core mission of higher education and the role of the student-athlete in relation to that core mission. This impact statement should be a part of any reformed CFP decision-making system.

More exactly, proposed below, as part of a necessary reform of CFP procedures is a system of regularly scheduled, open meetings by the CFP Selection Committee. These proposed mandated, systematic, open meetings are modeled after the system of public notice, comment, and hearings envisioned by the rulemaking processes found in the Administrative Procedures Act (“APA”). In order to address the problem of possible undue commercialization of the student-athlete, it is proposed that the impact on the educational mission be a formal part of an APA-style system of public comments, public discussions, and open voting upon CFP matters. In short, formal consideration and approval of any policy or change in policy should include a process for public comment and open Committee consideration of an impact statement as a necessary part of any scheduled public meeting. It is urged that this procedure would greatly help to safeguard the collegiate student-athlete against undue commercial exploitation.

Accordingly, our proposal is to require that each policy or procedure to be acted upon by the CFP be accompanied by open consideration and vote upon its impact on the student-athlete and the core mission of America’s

---

75 Cost-Benefit Analysis: A process by which business decisions are analyzed. The benefits of a given situation or business-related action are summed and then the costs associated with taking that action are subtracted. Some consultants or analysts also build the model to put a dollar value on intangible items, such as the benefits and costs associated with living in a certain town. Most analysts also factor opportunity cost into such equations. 


76 THE FEDERALIST NO. 51, supra note 30 (James Madison).

77 See infra note 78 and accompanying text.

system of higher education. Concretely, the proposed impact statement should force the CFP to openly address two questions: (1) the real-world impact upon student-athletes who participate in football at the schools constituting the CFP; and (2) the proposal’s real-world impact upon the stated goal of the NCAA’s Constitution, specifically to preserve a “a clear line of demarcation” between professional sports entertainment and interscholastic competitions.79

IV. A PROPOSAL OVERVIEW: TRANSPARENCY AND DUE PROCESS

It is not the position of this Article that the CFP Selection Committee, the CFP governance, and its place in college football should be scrapped. No perfect system emerges full-born from the first attempts. Mankind and its creations have flaws and we have learned to address and remedy the problems. As one commentator described the CFP system, “College football will always have some level of debate and controversy attached to it. There is no perfect way to determine a national championship, not with so many powerful organizations and voices with different ideas.”80 It is the authors’ position that the system should be modified and that the Selection Committee shall have a central role in establishing the operative rules, monitoring and adjusting those rules over time as experience dictates, and becoming a year-round focal point for the selection process of college teams to vie for the national championship playoff.

The central element of transparency is imperative to maintain the confidence of all interested parties in the selection process. “If the broad light of day could be let in upon men’s actions, it would purify them as the sun disinfects.”81 For the CFP to be fully trusted as the system by which the best team in college football is determined, an unbiased, objective, and transparent process of determining the teams to be seeded in the playoff must be established and adopted. First, there must be established criteria for determining how teams will be ranked.

From this notion follows a second consideration. Such established criteria must also be clearly weighted and then openly applied in a consistent, unbiased method. And on that follows a third. There must be transparency in the entire process to ensure its credibility. These steps could be accomplished in a way that would be of great interest to coaches, players,
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79 THE NAT’L COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASS’N, supra note 58.
80 Although arguing for and against expansion of CFP from four to eight teams, McGuire’s comment has universal application to the entire CFP system. See Kevin McGuire, The College Football Playoff does not Need to be Fixed Just Yet, NBC SPORTS (Nov. 9, 2014, 1:40 PM), http://collegefootballtalk.nbcsports.com/2014/11/09/the-college-football-playoff-does-not-need-to-be-fixed-just-yet/.
alumni, fans, media, and all who have a stake in college football. The following general reforms are essential:

1. A system of regularly scheduled open meetings, perhaps on a quarterly basis;
2. Receipt and discussion of public comments;
3. Establishing, and revising from time to time as needed, the operating criteria to be used in the CFP process;
4. Establishing, and revising from time to time as needed, the weight to be attached to each of the operating criteria used in the CFP process;
5. Discussing and considering the student-athlete impact statement noted above; and
6. All of steps 1-5 above shall be subject to full transparency.

As a marketplace feature, such a system could well result in placing college football at the media center stage on a year-round basis. The interest generated by a regular series of open meetings would result in legitimate news about college football as a series of year-round media events that could sell more toothpaste and soap than the much maligned in-season weekly rankings shows introduced in the CFP selection process.82

As a substantive matter, formulating objective criteria football teams and their respective conferences will know far more precisely how their actions and inactions, their achievements and their missteps will impact the outcome of their season just as clearly as they know the impact of a personal foul or a delay of game call will have on the outcome of a game.

Assume for a moment that the Committee’s identified selection criteria evolve eventually to include such items as (a) the strength of each team’s nonconference schedule; (b) comparative scores among the teams’ common opponents; (c) quality of a team’s losses against significant opponents; (d) each team’s rank within its conference; (e) the outcome of conference championship games; (f) pre-season or mid-season poll rankings by certain national polls; (g) post-season poll rankings; (h) existing NCAA rules violations established against any of the schools; (i) academic status of individual schools or conferences, perhaps expressed in the NCAA graduation statistics; (j) the role, if any, that will be permitted to lobbying by the schools or their supporters and the rules governing such activity; (k) other criteria as are considered relevant from time to time. Suppose, further, that the

82 The CFP’s heavily televised and discussed weekly ratings shows drew much attention. See Wetzel, supra note 8; Kirk, supra note 13; Herndon, supra note 53; Burchette, supra note 56.
Committee will determine formulae for attaching weight to each of the established criteria. Obviously it is possible, sooner or later, that computer assistance may be helpful or even necessary—thus leading the CFP Selection Committee to approve the criteria for any applicable computer programs employed to evaluate and select the playoff teams. And, of course, the tweaking of all of the above as necessary in the light of real world experience will become an ongoing task.

Finally, a “hidden bias” problem may eventually need to be addressed. A casual observer looking at the rankings and the various statements on behalf of CFP by Messrs. Long and Hancock might conclude the CFP Selection Committee apparently used, among other things, an imprecise “eye test” to evaluate teams. The “eye test” was bereft of any criteria and left it up to the eye of the beholder to determine which teams deserved to be ranked and in which order they should be ranked. Realistically, the human whose eyes are doing the observation for the eye test can only watch so much college football during the season. If the Committee members are not watching all of the games, they would need to acquire information on games they did not watch from some source. Are they simply relying on box scores or are they relying on media reports about the games? Therefore, Selection Committee members may be susceptible to the potential bias of sports journalists, regardless of how innocently this was done by the Committee members or the reporters.

Discussed in the next section are some existing procedural models that the CFP can draw upon to formulate a process to address all of these matters.

V. CFP SHOULD BORROW A PAGE FROM THE APA

Before objective criteria can actually be established, workable procedures for establishing the criteria should be developed. Some useful models currently exist. Perhaps a good model to turn to for guidance for openly and systematically developing CFP rules would be the APA. The APA was enacted by Congress to regulate the development of rules and policies for federal administrative agencies and many states have patterned their local administrative procedure statutes after the federal APA.

---

83 Interview with Bill Hancock, PAUL FINEBAUM SHOW ON ESPN (Oct. 29, 2014) (in answer to Finebaum’s questions about MSU and FSU: “Put Auburn 3 because they were clearly 3. Our group felt like [MSU] and FSU were pretty solid 1 and 2. And they also felt like Auburn was solid 3. And then they felt like Ole Miss and Oregon and Alabama were very close in that next group.”) (emphasis added). For Jeff Long’s inconsistent statements, see Solomon, supra note 34 and accompanying text.

84 See Interview with Bill Hancock, supra note 83; see also Solomon, supra note 34 and accompanying text.

Administrative agencies have missions similar to the mission of the CFP in that they must make rules, enforce those rules and have quasi-judicial proceedings to judge those parties who are bound by the administrative agency. The CFP must make rules, enforce those rules, and have an assessment of competing interests.

It would seem nearly impossible for one human, much less one with a full-time job, to watch all of the college football games from kickoff to the end of each game necessary to allow them to rate teams using an “eye test.” To further complicate the matter, the majority of the Committee members work as athletic directors. One of the busiest times of the year for those athletic director members of the Selection Committee would seem to be football season. If, instead of a human Selection Committee, there were a computer program developed to rank teams based upon criteria as the Selection Committee deemed fit, that would emancipate the Selection Committee from the impossible task of watching thousands of hours of college football during the season, or more likely from relying on third party reports of college football game highlights or unidentified assistants to carry out much of the work evaluating and ranking teams.

Accordingly, the most prudent way to structure the process is to assign the Selection Committee to develop and approve the selection criteria and each criteria’s respective weight to be used in the decision-making process, rather than seeking to administer some ill-defined “felt like” test supported by the impossible task of viewing each fall’s tsunami of college games. In this connection, the authors’ believe that there exists a rough, but accurate, analogy between the proper, more inclusive, functioning of the CFP Selection Committee and the functioning of a government agency tasked with rulemaking, hearings, and rendering decisions under the guidance of the APA. These principles are no less than an informed attempt at providing fundamental fairness in its decision-making.

A. Basic Procedural Elements

Clearly, because the CFP is a private institution, not a governmental entity, the procedural fairness sought by the APA (“procedural due process” if you wish) is not constitutionally or statutorily mandated upon the CFP. The CFP structure and procedures are mostly a matter of private covenants and voluntary association, not directly derived from civil or criminal legislation. Nonetheless, some of the essential principles of the APA could readily be
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87 Uthman, supra note 29.
adapted for the use in forming a more inclusive CFP process. These would include the following:

1. Open meetings (APA Section 552b);
2. Public information and notices (APA Section 552);
3. Rulemaking (in the CFP context, adopting and attaching weight to selection criteria—APA Section 553);
4. Hearings on all matters before the CFP Selection Committee (APA Section 556); and
5. Decisions (in the CFP context, fixing the selection criteria, the weight of each criteria, tweaking these based on experience, and the annual team selections for the playoff games) also require open meetings modeled on APA Section 557.90

These procedures—designed to avoid autocracy and injustice by powerful agencies—are clearly in harmony with the concepts of due process and transparency in any important decision-making processes among democratic peoples.91

B. Timing of CFP Open Hearings

The Selection Committee’s process of developing selection criteria, and any future computer programs as might seem desirable, would provide a specific workload during the offseason could fit well with the CFP’s apparent desire to keep college football front and center in the media. With a process to establish selection criteria patterned after the rulemaking process in the APA, college football could be a year-round newsmaker without burdening the student-athletes any more than they already are and without being limited to employing a weekly ranking broadcast during the final weeks of each football season.

Each offseason, the prior season’s criteria for selecting the playoff teams and determining the CFP rankings could be subject to revision thereby allowing the Selection Committee to analyze what went well and what didn’t from the prior season’s selection criteria and then make revisions and refinements based upon their analysis. This could be accomplished during three off-season meetings: Meeting One could follow national high school signing day, Meeting Two could occur after spring football has concluded, and the Final Criteria Meeting could occur in mid-summer. Each meeting could be a national convention of conference commissioners, university

presidents, athletic directors, coaches and the Selection Committee. The meetings could be open to the media and could certainly be a media bonanza.

Each year, following the CFP championship game, the Selection Committee could begin the next cycle by publicly examining apparent strengths and weaknesses in that season’s criteria. Meeting One could occur within a week after national signing day in February, there could be a weeklong notice and comment meeting so that any of the meeting’s attendees could be able to address the Selection Committee and their peers with perceived weaknesses and recommended changes to the selection criteria. The Selection Committee could process the testimony of the speakers from Meeting One and develop a preliminary report of criteria for the upcoming season. The preliminary report of criteria could be given to all interested parties, including the media. Meeting Two could occur after the conclusion of spring football and would allow any interested party who attended Meeting One to enter rebuttals to testimony from Meeting One and also to comment on the preliminary report of criteria. The sheer media circus that would ensue from this meeting would keep America buzzing for weeks. The spectacle of some of the country’s more sharp-witted coaches offering up sound bites would surely sell more soap and toothpaste. After Meeting Two, the Selection Committee would take the rebuttals and commentary and then revise the criteria, as they deem necessary at Meeting Three. Finally, the Selection Committee would then release the upcoming season’s criteria at the Final Criteria Meeting—Meeting Four—in mid-summer. All interested parties including the media could be allowed to attend Meeting Four (the Final Criteria Meeting) to promulgate next seasons’ rules and begin again the next cycle of receiving comments on the criteria.

By thus allowing systematic testimony, comment, and rebuttal in the rulemaking process by those governed, rules tend to be more effective. By allowing conference commissioners, athletic directors, coaches, and university administrators an opportunity to be heard and have input into the selection criteria, it will improve transparency, accuracy, and provide incentive for concurrence with the outcome of the playoff.

In formulating criteria for any future computer program, there exist a number of specific elements for consideration. Those governed must address how each element is defined, the weight attached to each, whether the weight of any element should be conclusive, how much weight overall should be attached to the computer program, or whether the Selection Committee should
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92 Michael Asimow, Interim-Final Rules: Making Haste Slowly, 51 ADMIN. L. REV. 703, 707–08 (1999) (“Public input provides valuable information to rulemaking agencies at low cost to the agencies. Rules adopted with public participation are likely to be more effective and less costly to administer than rules written without such participation. They contain fewer mistakes. They are more likely to deal with unexpected and unique applications or exceptional situations, and are more politically acceptable to the persons who must live with them.”).
retain some in-season judgment. Openly confronting these elements would provide transparency, consistency, and rationality to the CFP process.

C. Potential CFP Discussion Topics: Selection Criteria

Elements most likely to be considered by CFP in shaping the selection criteria are the following:

1. Strength of Schedule: Throughout the 2014 college football season the impact of this element upon the CFP selection process has been discussed. How should strength of schedule be defined? How much weight assigned?

2. Quality of Losses: For example, Notre Dame’s brilliant 2014 game against FSU—the Irish lost by a score of 31-27—might arguably be proof of Notre Dame’s overall team strength. Should quality losses be defined as (i) strength of opponent, (ii) closeness of score, (iii) overtime, (iv) decisive points scored late in the game, and other similar criteria? Should any weight be attached to such losses? If so, how significant should those losses be weighed?

3. Conference Championship Games: It has been argued that those Power Five Conferences that have a conference championship playoff game (SEC, Big Ten, ACC, Pac 12) deserve to have weight attached to such games. The rationale is that the winner of such conference championship games has successfully run a more challenging gauntlet of competition than other teams, thus is more deserving of CFP status. This would mean, of course, that all Big 12 teams and major independents such as Notre Dame and BYU would not have the opportunity to earn such weight. It is a question worthy of open discussion and decision whether or not such conference championship games should be ignored in the CFB selection process. Or should special weight be attached to such conference playoffs? How much weight? Conclusive weight?

4. Academic Status: Should schools or conferences where

---


NCAA targets for student-athlete academic performance is achieved, as well as targeted graduation rates, lack of academic scandals, etc., be awarded any special weight in the CFP selection process? Such an element would enhance college football’s emphasis on keeping intact the student concept in the phrase “student-athlete” as discussed elsewhere in this Article.95

5. Observing NCAA Rules: Similarly, should schools whose football programs (or perhaps any of the school’s athletic programs) have been cited for NCAA rules infractions be given negative weight in the computer program? How much negative weight? Conclusive weight? Limit such negative impact only to schools who have formally received NCAA or conference sanctions? Only for the duration of any such official sanction? Including this element in the CFP selection process would have the effect of bolstering the concept that college football is serious about supporting rule-abiding programs and, perhaps, enhance the watchdog diligence among college administrators. Contrarily, why should the football players or coaches suffer for violations by basketball or hockey programs?

6. Other: The above list is not intended to exhaust all possible elements that should be discussed by the CFP Committee. The need for continual transparent revision of the elements and their assigned weights at regularly scheduled times and with full due process and public input—as discussed elsewhere in this paper—should be an ongoing feature of any CFP reform.96

VI. CONCLUSION

The membership of the original 13 CFP Selection Committee members—or the 12 surviving members after Archie Manning withdrew—was uniformly of the highest integrity and quality.97 But this fact is irrelevant to the fatal flaws in the CFP Selection Committee procedures. These procedural flaws included the lack of transparency in the secret deliberations of the Committee, the lack of any published formal selection criteria, the lack of national participation or input from outside the Selection Committee to


96 See supra notes 92–94 and accompanying text.

97 Uthman, supra note 29.
bolster a national selection consensus, the lack of openly declared weights attached to each selection criteria—all this leading to the unpredictability of the process.

By creating a participatory process, loosely modeled on the federal APA, the CFP process could become transparent to universities and their players, coaches, fans and viewers, college football supporters, and the results would be predictable. To achieve this, the CFP Selection Committee’s role should expand to fix and administer the process and tweak its elements, as experience requires—an “auxiliary precaution” in keeping with James Madison’s prescription for a free people.98
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98 THE FEDERALIST NO. 51, supra note 30 (James Madison).